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Introduction

Who are
Premiership Rugby?
Premiership Rugby brings our Clubs together in
sporting competition and shared value.
Our business comprises the brands of all our Clubs and
of Premiership Rugby. It is characterised in the minds
of our fans, players, coaches, partners and investors by
the Premiership Rugby competition which is at its heart.
International competitions allow us to match ourselves
against the great Club brands from other parts of the world
and to build cross-border rivalries of enduring sporting and
commercial value. Our development competitions provide the
strongest platforms for the future success of our playing and
coaching talent and give our fans and partners an exciting
view of that future.
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Introduction

Our Vision

To be the best and most
competitive league in
the world.
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Introduction

Core Values
and Positioning

Competitive
We strive to be the best in everything we do and to maximise opportunities,
so that our competitions, programmes and people are world-leading.

We have five core values that we integrate

Progressive

into our culture, behaviour and work.

We seek out opportunities to innovate and take considered risks. We take pride

We take pride in our commitment to these,

in our challenger mentality and in testing conventional thinking.

and encourage our clubs, stakeholders and
partners to share
them with us.

Respectful
Our commitment to respect and sporting behaviour extends from the pitch into
our business. We use our clubs, their performances, our media channels, and our
programmes to inspire and develop the sport’s values with players, coaches,
volunteers and fans.

Inclusive
We welcome and celebrate diversity, opinion and teamwork. We strive to make
our competitions and activities available and enjoyable to as many people as
possible in whatever capacity they wish.

Professionally excellent
We set the highest standards for our collective and individual performances
and commit to delivering excellence on and off the pitch.
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Introduction

Brand Model
Our brand model has been developed to articulate
what we stand for and how we communicate with

TO
PROMOTE
THE BEST OF
CLUB RUGBY

Brand Purpose / The Brand Why

our Partners and Supporters.

LEADING FROM THE FRONT

Brand Equity

COMPETITIVE, PROGRESSIVE,
RESPECTFUL, INCLUSIVE,
PROFESSIONALLY EXCELLENT

Brand Character / Ruler Archetype

ENGLISH RUGBY’S FOUNDING PROFESSIONAL CLUB LEAGUE
THE ELITE NATIONAL COMPETITION FOR ENGLAND’S FINEST CLUBS
PROVIDING ORDER & STRUCTURE TO THE GAME

Basis for Existence

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Introduction

Brand Architecture
Our brand architecture has three levels.
MASTER BRAND

In most circumstances the Premiership Rugby
master logo should be used on its own, adhering
to the guidelines on use of minimum size, clear
space etc. However, Premiership Rugby works in
partnership with many sponsors and organisations
who wish to use their logos alongside that of
Premiership Rugby.
To maintain the integrity of the corporate logo
we have designed a lock-up system that shows
how the logos should sit together.
Premiership Rugby also has various business
areas which need to be identified as separate

COMPETITIONS

CORPORATE

entities from the main corporate body. Here we
have also designed a system for these logos.

Corporate | Partners

More details on all of the logos mentioned above,

Corporate | Premium events

can be found over the next few pages.

COMMUNITY

VISUAL BRANDING

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Visual Branding

The Master Logo
Our corporate logo is a strong, solid mark to represent
our leadership as the nation’s premier rugby competition.
Our corporate logo must be seen in full colour
wherever possible.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Visual Branding

The Master Logo
Lock-ups
The horizontal lock-up is our master logo, however

Horizontal lock-up

this vertical lock-up option has been created for use
should it be required. This logo may only be used with
express permission, and cannot be downloaded from
the brand site.

Vertical lock-up

Landscape lock-up

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

The Master Logos
Clear Space

Clear space

The clear space around the logo is the space into which
no other object may intrude. This includes type, graphics
and imagery.
This rule allows our logo the breathing space it should

Horizontal lock-up

have for it to achieve the stand out and legibility
necessary to maximise our brand.
This is the minimum amount of clear space.

Vertical lock-up

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

The Master Logos
Minimum Size
The minimum size has been carefully established
to ensure our logo is reproduced correctly in smaller

24mm width x 7mm height

sizes. At minimum size, the logo is still clearly legible
and provides a strong level of identification.

24mm

When using a lower-quality printing technique
(i.e. screen-printing), it is recommended that the logo
be used in a larger size.

190px width x 55px height

190px

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

Master Logo
Colours

A.

B.

The primary visual element of the brand is the
brand logo (A).
This element symbolises the whole brand and
should be carefully and correctly applied to all brand
communications.
The various forms in which the logo can appear are shown
over the following pages. There should never
be any transparencies or tints applied.

Colour options
Should the logo appear on a dark background the
light version of the logo (B) should be used to maximise
visibility. The logo should never be placed over a person
or a busy background.
The black version (C) should only be used materials for
which the printing process is limited.

C.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Visual Branding

Premiership Rugby
Logo Don’ts
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1.

6.

2.

7.

3.

8.

4.

9.

Always use logos from our officially approved logo suite.
Apply the logo incorrectly and it will compromise the
integrity and effectiveness of the logo. Clear examples
can head off the most common mistakes
but can never be comprehensive.
For that reason, those applying the logo should never
modify, add to, or attempt to recreate it. Instead,
the approved digital artwork should always be used.
NEVER
1.

Place on an angle

2.

Centre-align the logo

3.

Right-align the logo

4.

Change the colour

5.

Use a stroke

6.

The logo should never be placed over a person
or a busy background.

7.

Change the layout

8.

Stretch the logo

9.

Use any other typefaces

10. Alter the proportions of the elements in relation
to one another

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
5.

10.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Visual Branding

Trophy Icon
The only instance where the Premiership Rugby Trophy
icon should be used in isolation is on the Premiership
Rugby App icon or with the express written agreement

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Visual Branding

The Goalpost
Graphic
The Goalpost Graphic is a device that we can use to hold
our logo and short messages. It can be used against
solid colour and over imagery.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Visual Branding

The Supergraphic
Our Supergraphic builds on the Goalpost Graphic and
adds more to our visual story. It’s a flexible system of
blocks in our colour palette that creates dynamism and
excitement in our communications.

The Goalpost Graphic

The Supergraphic

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Visual Branding

The Supergraphic
The Supergraphic is versatile, there’s no set layout or
specific arrangement of the blocks. Like the Goalpost
Graphic it can be used against solid colour and over
imagery. Please refer to the Brand Activation section for
best practice examples of the Supergraphic in action.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Visual Branding

The Supergraphic
When the Supergraphic is used over photography it
should compliment the image. please follow the points
below for guidance:
- always use red, white and blue blocks
- only use blocks in approved colours
- one blue block may appear in 50% opacity
- don’t use too many blocks
- use blocks of varying widths
- ensure the key focus of imagery is not obscured
- there’s no need to use the Supergraphic on every image
Further examples are given on the next page.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Visual Branding

The Supergraphic
Using the Supergraphic over densely packed images

Using the Supergraphic to highlight
the action on close-ups and busy images

Using the Supergraphic with portrait images

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

Master Brand
Colour Palette
The deep purple is our primary colour across

The Master brand’s primary colour is the

The primary and secondary colours can be found

all of the brand architecture, with secondary

deep purple, with red as the secondary colour.

midway in the official gradients. Please use these

colours helping to distinguish between the

vignettes sparingly.

Master brand, the Community brand, and
the Premium Events brand.

Primary

Secondary

Gradients

Primary Colour = 50%
0%

R 44
G 37
B 101

R 238
G 58
B 36

CMYK
C100 M98
Y26 K16

CMYK
C00 M87
Y586 K00

HEX
2C2565

HEX
v

PANTONE
273c

PANTONE
Bright Red C

100%

R 07
G 10
B 61

R 50
G 50
B 119

CMYK
C100 M95
Y43 K56

CMYK
C97 M91
Y18 K6

HEX
070A3D

HEX
323277

R 205
G 60
B 37

R 242
G 143
B 127

CMYK
C13 M87
Y91 K03

CMYK
C0 M55
Y45 K0

HEX
CD3C25

HEX
f28f7f

Secondary Colour = 50%

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

Premium Events
Colour Palette
Black is the primary colour that leads our
Premium Events brand. It is complimented with
gold which operates as the secondary colour.

Primary

Secondary

Gradient

Secondary Colour = 80%
100%

R 0
G 0
B 0

R 183
G 150
B 113

CMYK
C0 M0
Y0 K100

CMYK
C25 M37
Y55 K13

HEX
#000000

HEX
B79671

PANTONE
Process Black

PANTONE
4655 C

50%

R 183
G 150
B 115

R 218
G 200
B 180

CMYK
C25 M37
Y55 K13

CMYK
C12.5 M18.5
Y27.5 K6.6

HEX
b79570

HEX
d9c8b4

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Visual Branding

Community
Colour Palette
The deep purple is our primary colour across

The Community brand’s primary colour

The primary and secondary colours can be found

all of the brand architecture, with secondary

is the deep purple, with the bright mint

midway in the official gradients. Please use these

colours helping to distinguish between the Master

green as the secondary colour.

vignettes sparingly.

Secondary

Gradients

brand, and the Community brand.

Primary

Primary Colour = 50%
0%

R 44
G 37
B 101

R 55
G 155
B 48

CMYK
C100 M98
Y26 K16

CMYK
C75 M0
Y100 K13

HEX
2C2565

HEX
379b30

PANTONE
273c

PANTONE
362

100%

R 07
G 10
B 61

R 50
G 50
B 119

CMYK
C100 M95
Y43 K56

CMYK
C97 M91
Y18 K6

HEX
070A3D

HEX
323277

R 51
G 210
B 88

R 168
G 211
B 175

CMYK
C75 M0
Y100 K13

CMYK
C40 M0
Y45 K0

HEX
379b30

HEX
a8d3af

Secondary Colour = 50%

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Visual Branding

Font
We use Flama, which has a modern, sporting
expression. Please refer to the Brand Activation
section for best practice examples of how to
use our font.

25
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Flama Black
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
premiership rugby
1234567890
Flama Bold
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
premiership rugby
1234567890
Flama Book
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
premiership rugby
1234567890
Flama Light
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
premiership rugby
1234567890

TONE OF VOICE

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Tone of Voice

Corporate Tone
of Voice
Welcoming

Confident

We’re here to welcome you to our game and into our world

We’re forward thinking brand – we believe in what

– be it for the first time or a lifelong fan. We want everyone

we stand for, so the actions we take and what we

to enjoy our game in whatever way they decide. Forever

say reflect that. We are a guiding voice into the

friendly in the way we speak and how we respond.

world of Premiership Rugby.

Knowledgeable

Engaging

We know the game well, the ins and outs, the language, the stats,

We are all passionate about the game of rugby

the history. We’re a one-stop shop to all things Premiership Rugby

and we want to bring you into our world to share

and we want to spread that wealth

that passion. We want to engage people in all

of knowledge with our audience, ultimately helping

the many varied aspects of the game.

more and more people to understand the game.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Tone of Voice

Language and Style
Words

Dates & Numbers

Grammar & Spelling – As an English company responsible for English
competitions, we always use English spelling.

Dates – We use the following date format: Day Date Month Year, e.g. Monday 5
July 1993. When space is tight the dates are displayed as 05/07/93.

We write words in full on first appearance, then abbreviated thereafter
in brackets, e.g. National Rugby Supporters Association (NRSA).

Language – We write in short, concise sentences, which express our
point with clarity and purpose. We use a friendly approach as we
want our game and therefore our language to be accessible to all.
We don’t use complicated wording or jargon.

First Person / Third Person – We use the first person (we, us, our)
to refer to us a governing body on social media channels.

Quotes – We like to use direct quotes where possible, so the voices
of our players, coaches and support staff are heard. For example:
He said: “Tom is really quick.”
The head coach said: “My mum used to tell me,
‘Eat your greens and you’ll grow up strong’.”
When referring to individuals we use their full name in the first
instance and then their surname thereafter.

Times – We use English time (GMT/BST) and always convert to English time
when referencing international fixtures or unless specified otherwise for our
international audiences. Any reference to time should be in the 24-hour format and
should be displayed in the relevant time zones.
Currency – We reference currency in their simplest formats e.g. 1p to 99p,
£5,000 to £6,000, £5m to £6m. We provide English conversions where
relevant, e.g. US $100,000 (£58,000)
Scores – These are always written as numbers, with the home team listed
first and in the following format:
6-3
Saracens 34-28 Harlequins
Numbers – When using numbers, we write out one to ten in full. After ten,
we use figures e.g. 11, 621, £2.1m. We follow this in both cardinal and ordinal
formats, e.g. first, ninth, 12th. Exceptions to this are numbers at the start of a
sentence in copy e.g. Fourteen minutes into the match, they scored a try.
Seasons – When referencing seasons we used the following format:
Gallagher Premiership Rugby 2019-20

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Tone of Voice

Terminology
Please use the list on the right as a guide
on how to write rugby terminology.
We always display positions out in full
and in sentence case.

The below rugby positions are never capitalised
unless used at the start of a sentence.
Full-back

7s (not sevens, no apostrophe)

Winger (or wing)

Under 18s or U18s (no apostrophe)

Left-wing (always hyphenated)
Right-wing (always hyphenated)

Rugby
(not capped up – unless referring to events)

Inside-centre (always hyphenated)

Head coach (not capitalised)

Outside-centre (always hyphenated)

Director of rugby (not capitalised)

Fly-half (always hyphenated)

Drop goal

Scrum-half (always hyphenated)

Penalty goal

Half-backs (collectively)

Half-time (always hyphenated)

Number 8

Full-time (always hyphenated)

Openside flanker

Lineout

Blindside flanker

Quarter-final
(always hyphenated, never a capital ‘F’)

Back-row forward (always hyphenated)
Lock (or second-row)

Semi-final
(always hyphenated, never a capital ‘F’)

Loosehead prop

Final (title case – always a capital ‘F’)

Hooker

Third round (not capitalised)

Tighthead prop
Front-row forward (always hyphenated)

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Tone of Voice

Abbreviations
Please use the list on the right as a guide
as how we abbreviate team names.

PRL – Premiership Rugby

LON – London Irish

BAT – Bath Rugby

NEW – Newcastle Falcons

BRI

NOR – Northampton Saints

– Bristol Bears

EXE – Exeter Chiefs

SAL – Sale Sharks

GLO – Gloucester Rugby

SAR – Saracens

HAR – Harlequins

WAS – Wasps

LEI

WOR – Worcester Warriors

– Leicester Tigers

IMAGERY

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Imagery

ACTION

Using
Photography
FANS

We use colour photography that expresses
the energy of rugby by showing compelling
encounters or determined poses.

COMMUNITY

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Imagery

Promotional Photography
Treatment
For promotional photography, the goalposts position can
be moved to work with the image in a way that enhances
the focal point in the image. Please make sure the logo is
always visible.
In the same way the Supergraphic can be used when we
want to deliver a big hit of brand. The Supergraphic can
be used independently of the Premiership Rugby logo.

33
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Imagery
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Premiership Rugby logo placement
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Live Photography
Treatment
For live photography, the goalposts position are
fixed for uniformity. Choose the best template
to work around the image. Make sure the logo
is always visible – the image behind the logo
can be slightly darkened if need be.
The Premiership Rugby logo size should never exceed
35% of the screen width.

Premiership Rugby
logo placement
1

Logo top left

2.

Logo middle left

3.

Logo bottom left

4.

Logo top right

5.

Logo middle right

6.

Logo bottom right

7.

Logo centre bottom

7.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Imagery

Live Photography
Treatment
The same rules apply for smaller screens.
The Premiership Rugby logo size should never
exceed 35% of the screen width.
It is not always necessary to use the Supergraphic
on images in social media. If branding is required the
Goalpost graphic can be used with the Premiership
Rugby logo.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Competitions

Architecture

Main competition
TITLE SPONSOR
PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY

COMPETITIONS

Pathway competitions
PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
CUP

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
SHIELD

CUP

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
U18

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
The Gallagher Premiership Rugby Logo is a specialty
application designed for use only on approved
Premiership Rugby materials and on promotional
items as approved by Gallagher Corporate Marketing;

Colour primary stacked lock-up

Reversed version

Colour semi-stacked lock-up

Reversed version

Colour secondary landscape lock-up

Reversed version

Super landscape lock-up

Reversed version

such as, signage, environmental applications, print,
digital, motion and other applications.
The approved variations of the Gallagher Premiership
Rugby logo are Stacked, Semi-Stacked, Landscape
and Super Landscape. The Stacked version is
preferred, however, it is understood that some
applications simply cannot accommodate a tall
logo. In these cases the other, wider logos may be
used. For these instances where the stacked logo
can not be accommodated, please adhere to the
preferred hierarchy when choosing a logo: stacked,
semi-stacked, landscape, super landscape. On the
following pages you’ll see that many other special
circumstances have been addressed and variations of
the logo are prepared.
The Primary Colour logo is the preferred version
and should be used where possible. The Reversed
versions should only be used on dark backgrounds.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
minimum size
The minimum size has been carefully established

39
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31mm
100px

Minimum size for print
31 mm width

Minimum size for screen
100px width x 81px height

Colour primary stacked lock-up

35mm
138px

to ensure our logo is reproduced correctly in smaller

Minimum size for print

sizes. At minimum size, the logo is still clearly legible

35 mm width

and provides a strong level of identification.

Minimum size for screen
138px width x 75px height

When using a lower-quality printing technique
(i.e. screen-printing), it is recommended that the logo

Colour semi-stacked lock-up

be used in a larger size.
50mm
227px

Minimum size for print
50 mm width

Minimum size for screen
227px width x 42px height
Colour secondary landscape lock-up

90mm
302px

Minimum size for print
90 mm width

Minimum size for screen
Super landscape lock-up

302px width x 36px height

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
logo usage

X

X

X

X=

Spacing around the logo
When using the Gallagher Premiership Rugby logo, it is
important that a minimum distance around it is adhered to

X

in order for the mark to be clearly legible.
There should always be a gap no smaller than the height of
the globe badge, defined by x. This measure is to be used both
above and below the logo box, as well as to the left
and right to keep a safe distance from any other content.
Approved logo color

These are the approved color conversions
for the Gallagher Primary Blue.

These are the approved color conversions
for the Gallagher Dark Blue.

R 164
G 200
B 225

R 0
G 38
B 62

CMYK
C41 M11
Y0 K0

CMYK
C100 M78
Y45 K49

HEX
A4CBE1

HEX
00263E

Pantone 543

Pantone 2965

The logo is intended to tie directly to the Gallagher brand. To
best achieve this connection, it is important to only use the
approved colors. The logotype should always use Gallagher
Official Primary Blue and Dark Blue, or white when reversed
on a colored field.
The 3D G-globe is a continuous tone rendering that can only
be reproduced using CMYK or RGB color. There are no PMS
breakdowns for the G-Globe portion of the logo.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
logo usage
Using the logo on backgrounds:
When positioning the logo on a coloured background, the
value of the background determines how the logo is used. The
primary 3D version of the logo should always be used except
for placement on very dark backgrounds.

Primary 3D logo on

Reversed 3D logo on

light value background.

very dark backgrounds
only.

41
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Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
Video Intro
This asset has been created to introduce video content and
head it up with brand look and feel.
It features the Title Sponsor logo and the Supergraphic in a
1 second long animation.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Title Sponser

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor
Video Pre-roll
This asset is designed to help make transitions between video
content with a hit of Title Sponsor branding.
The asset is available at 1.5 seconds and 3 seconds long.

43
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Visual Branding

Premiership Rugby
Title Sponsor Don’ts

1.

5.

2.

6.

3.

7.

4.

8.

Always use logos from our officially approved logo suite.
Apply the logo incorrectly and it will compromise the
integrity and effectiveness of the logo. Clear examples
can head off the most common mistakes
but can never be comprehensive.
For that reason, those applying the logo should never
modify, add to, or attempt to recreate it. Instead, the
approved digital artwork should always be used.
NEVER
1.

Place on an angle

2.

Centre-align the logo

3.

Right-align the logo

4.

Change the colour

5.

Change the layout

6.

Stretch the logo

7.

Use any other typefaces

8.	Alter the proportions of the elements
in relation to one another

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Competitions

Premiership Rugby
Cup

sponsor
logo

The Premiership Rugby Cup logo should remain locked up

CUP
Cup lock-up

on the right hand side of any competition sponsor logo.
If there is no sponsor associated, please use the Cup logo
as a stand alone. The logo should not be edited.

Winners of any Premiership Rugby competition are
considered Champions and the relevant logo should

sponsor
logo

be used.

Cup lock-up reversed

sponsor
logo
Cup Champions lock-up

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Competitions

Premiership Rugby
Shield
Shield titles are positioned underneath the corporate
logo in our secondary red colour.
Winners of any Premiership Rugby competition
are considered Champions and the relevant logo

sponsor
logo

should be used.
Shield lock-up

sponsor
logo
Shield Champions lock-up

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Competitions

Premiership Rugby
U18 League
U18 League titles are positioned underneath the
corporate logo in our secondary red colour.
Winners of any Premiership Rugby competition
are considered Champions and the relevant logo

sponsor
logo

should be used.
U18-League lock-up

sponsor
logo
U18-League Champions lock-up

CORPORATE

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Corporate

Architecture

CORPORATE
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Partners
BROADCASTERS

Premium events
END OF SEASON
AWARDS DINNER

HALL OF FAME

H A L L

AWARDS DINNER

COMPOSITE LOGOS

STATISTICS

O F

F A M E

CORPORATE | PARTNERS
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Corporate | Partners

Broadcasters
For broadcasters, the main partners are
BT Sport and Channel 5.
Composite logos should be a simple lock-up
with a line between the Premiership Rugby logo
and the sponsor logo.
There should also be an “Official Broadcaster”
line added.

OFFICIAL BROADCASTER

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Corporate | Partners

Composite Logos

Separation line same
height as PR logo

Sponsor logo height should
never exceed
PR text height

Composite logos should be a simple lock-up with
a separation line between the Premiership Rugby
logo and the sponsor logo.
•

‘P’ width
exclusion zone

The separation line is always same height as the
Premiership Rugby logo and has an exclusion
zone of the capital ‘P’

•

OFFICIAL PARTNER

There is always an “Official Partner” line included
which aligns with bottom of trophy graphic

•

Please note – the sponsor logo height should never
exceed the PR text height.

OFFICIAL BETTING PARTNER

TITLE PARTNER

‘Official Partner’ always
aligns with bottom of trophy
graphic and separation line

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Corporate | Partners

Official Partner Lock-Up
When multiple sponsors are required their logos should align as a simple

•

horizontal lock-up with a separation line between the Premiership Rugby
logo and the sponsor logo.
•

The separation line is always same height as the Premiership Rugby
logo and has an exclusion zone of the capital ‘P’.

•

If this is being used over a dark background, use the reverse version.

Please note – when multiple logos are present their height should
never exceed more than 65% of the Premiership Rugby text height.

No more than 65% of
cap letter height

The width of the letter ‘G’ from the Gallagher
Premiership Rugby Logo equals the minimum
amount of space between parter logos

Reverse option

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Corporate | Partners

Joint Ventures
For joint ventures the main partner is Opta.
Composite logos should be a simple lock-up
with a line between the Premiership Rugby
logo and the sponsor logo.
There should also be an “Official Partner”
line added.

STATISTICS

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Corporate | Premium Events

Premium
Events
For Premium Events the Premiership Rugby logo is printed
in gold with the award graphic behind printed in a gold
gradient, (see page 23 for colour details).
The ‘Awards Dinner’ and ‘Hall of Fame’ is set in Flama Light
and tracked out to align with the edges of the logo for a

AWARDS DINNER

more premium feel.
Awards logo

H A L L

O F

F A M E
Hall of Fame logo
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Community

Architecture

COMMUNITY

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
CHAMPIONS

CHAMPIONS

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
HITZ

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
ACADEMY

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
LAND ROVER CUP

ACADEMY

CUP

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
PROJECT RUGBY

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
MOVE LIKE A PRO

PREMIERSHIP
RUGBY
TACKLING HEALTH

MOVE LIKE A PRO
PROGRAMME PARTNER

TACKLING HEALTH

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Premiership Rugby
Champions
The partner logo lock up should always appear to
the left hand side of the Premiership Rugby logo.
The community project name should always
appear in community green underneath the
Premiership Rugby word mark.
The partner or sponsor logo must never go over
the Premiership Rugby logo icon or word mark.

CHAMPIONS

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Premiership Rugby
HITZ
The HITZ partner logo lock up should always
appear to the left hand side of the Premiership
Rugby logo.
The partner or sponsor logo must never go over
the Premiership Rugby logo icon or word mark.
Hitz / PR logo

When mulitple sponsors are included they are also
shown to the left of the HITZ logo.

Consolidated landscape lock-up

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Premiership
Rugby Academy
ACADEMY
The partner logo lock up should always
appear to the left hand side of the

Horizontal lock-up

Premiership Rugby logo.
The community project name should always
appear in community green underneath the

ACADEMY

Premiership Rugby word mark.
The partner or sponsor logo must never
go over the Premiership Rugby logo icon or

Horizontal lock-up with right-aligned sponsors

word mark.

ACADEMY

Horizontal lock-up with right-aligned sponsors
This should be used for ONLY t-shirts/clothing

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Land Rover Premiership
Rugby Cup
The Land Rover partner logo lock up
should always appear to the left hand
side of the Premiership Rugby logo.
The community project name should
always appear in community green
underneath the Premiership Rugby word
mark.
The partner or sponsor logo must never
go over the Premiership Rugby logo icon
or word mark.

CUP

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Community

Project Rugby
The Project Rugby partner logo lock up should
always appear to the left hand side of the
Premiership Rugby logo.
The partner or sponsor logo must never go over
the Premiership Rugby logo icon or word mark.

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Community

Premiership Rugby
Move Like A Pro
The Move Like A Pro partner logo lock up should
always appear to the left hand side of the Premiership
Rugby logo.
The community project name should always appear in
community green underneath the Premiership Rugby
word mark.
The partner or sponsor logo must never go over the
Premiership Rugby logo icon or word mark.

MOVE LIKE A PRO

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Premiership Rugby
Tackling Health
The Tackling Health partner logo lock up should
always appear to the left hand side of the Premiership
Rugby logo.
The community project name should always appear in
community green underneath the Premiership Rugby
word mark.
The partner or sponsor logo must never go over the
Premiership Rugby logo icon or word mark.
PROGRAMME PARTNER

TACKLING HEALTH

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Community

Creating New
Community Programme
Logos to Fit the Existing
Architecture
When creating a new Community programme logo there
should be certain considerations.
The community green should always be used along with
the Flama UI font weight Bold.
The programme name should be kept to a length that
balances well with the Premiership Rugby lock up.
The newly created name should left align with the text in
the PR lock up and be located the same distance between
the words ‘premiership’ and ‘rugby’.

INITIATIVE NAME

BRAND ACTIVATION
EXAMPLES

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Brand Activation Examples

Print
(Programme Ad)

BRAND GUIDELINES
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Brand Activation Examples

Social Media

We take a flexible approach when it comes to using
the Premiership Rugby brand across our Social Media
channels. When time allows it is good to use the
Supergraphic as per the example on this page (note that
it is not essential to use the Premiersip Rugby logo).

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Brand Activation Examples

Social Media

Flexibility in action; left; the Supergraphic,
middle; the Goalpost Graphic in core colour,
right; the Goalpost Graphic in community colour.
Note that graphics are placed to ensure they
compliment the image.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Brand Activation Examples

LEDs

DOWNLOAD THE OFFICIAL APP

The Supergraphic gives a hit of brand even on the
most extreme canvases. By allowing lots of flexibility
in the positioning of Supergraphic messages and
logos can be given the the space to breathe. In
addition Supergraphic elements can animate along
the horizontal axis which means they can introduce/
wipe away messaging and other content.

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
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Brand Activation Examples

LEDs
Example transitions

DOWNLOAD THE OFFICIAL APP
EXE 28

LIVE SCORES
LIVE MATCH CENTRES
LATEST NEWS

54’

23

HT

00 : 03 : 22 : 05
D

H

M

S

LEI 20
6

OFFICIAL APP

What you might have missed from
Round 8 of Gallagher Premiership…

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Brand Activation Examples

Big Screen
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Brand Activation Examples

Press Release
Banners
Press release banners are available across
four executions.

MEDIA RELEASE

Premiership Rugby
corporate release

MEDIA RELEASE

Gallagher Premiership
Rugby release

MEDIA RELEASE

Club release

COMMUNITY
MEDIA RELEASE

Community release

CONTACTS

PREMIERSHIP RUGBY

Contacts

Contacts
for Enquiries
PREMIERSHIP RUGBY
Bukky Moemeke
Marketing Manager
7th Floor, Regal House, 70 London Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW1 3QS
E

BMoemeke@premiershiprugby.com

James Tyler
Head of Marketing
7th Floor, Regal House, 70 London Road,
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW1 3QS
E

JTyler@premiershiprugby.com
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